Abstract-Low latency image processing and high FPS (frames per second) is significant for high resolution decision making in many object recognition applications. Reading frames in between processing of a video is too slow and sluggish as the corresponding reading and decoding the frames are done in the main processing thread. Packages, such as imutils provide such off-the-shelf image processing algorithms which apply multi-threading to achieve low latency. However, the algorithms are unable to perform computationally expensive image processing operations. In this paper, we apply a parallel processing technique based on coincident multi-threading to decrease the latency for computationally expensive cases. The technique is evaluated using a prototype of smart car to show that FPS rate is increased and time complexity of algorithms is reduced by an order of n.
INTRODUCTION
Image processing has been considered as the most prominent and efficacious method evaluating its development in the area of interactive mass communication [1] . Image processing technology is used for object and event detection requiring reading and processing of a stream of frames. Low processing time and high FPS (frames per second) is imperative to increase the efficiency and accuracy of the detection process. Traditional procedures of image processing suffer from the problem of frame loss. In addition, traditional procedures encounter processing delay for computationally expensive processing cases resulting into profoundly sluggish the video steaming. Therefore, we try to make this process more progressive with the support of multithreading [2] . To avoid frame loss, imutils which is a package in OpenCV, uses multi-threaded approach where separate threads concurrently perform reading and processing of images. However, this multi-threaded approach also encounters delay as current frame's processing cannot start until the previous one is fully processed. In this paper, we use a processing technique to decrease the delay further by applying multi-threading for processing multiple frames in parallel. Basic multi-threading in our approach is accomplished with the support of imutils which has convenient function and accessible packages to generate many image processing operations. In addition, we combine the image processing in the midst of multi-threading and parallel processing to get the most impressive and efficient result. Our proposed procedure PPcM (parallel processing coincident multi-threading) seizes parallel processor for processing multiple frames simultaneously to avoid frames waiting in queue for the processing. This procedure demonstrates into more effective result as there is no frame loss, and the delay is smaller than the approaches available in imutils. As a result, no frames need to wait for the processing. It produces better result taking into consideration of time, control, communication and computing techniques and ensures low latency. Since the advance transportation system is one of the most significant and noteworthy representation of budding technology in this modern era [3] , hence we implemented our proposed procedure on various features of autonomous and advanced transportation technology, which is basically a smart car for justifying our methodology.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Image processing is one of the most progressive and pronounced medium of processing an image and it is used on various technologies in the best possible way. Different types of research had been done on various aspect of image processing. In many modern technological events [4] it has been possible to determine the content of the image and their representation in the domain of natural language. It basically takes the input image and gives output as a description of the corresponding image. Moreover in many cases, it significantly return the processed image to the original copy without any data loss and it has been rendered by RIP (reversible image processing) [5] [6] In some event, it has been accessible to exchange the parameter of several cameras simultaneously while only one can be updated at a time. Thus it ensures better coverage. In our research, we have tried to implement image processing on the basis of advance transportation system. Image processing is used in the vehicles specially to reduce the traffic [7] and to make the vehicle automated so that it can make people's life easier and comfortable. Image fusion algorithm based on lifting wavelet transformation has been also used in ITS (intelligent transportation system) [8] which combine an infrared image and visible light image into a single composite image so that it can be easier to view the road in every scenario. In some research work, apart from image processing or its algorithm, in ITS, different types of cameras, its resolution and information extractions [9] are also the main focus like webcam camera, surveillance camera and high detailed camera. But in our research, our main focus is to make image processing faster and better with aspect of time and also frame number which has been attained with the help of concurrent multi-threading.
III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
Parallel Processing co-incident Multithreading (PPcM) demonstrated by modifying the imutils package of pythonopencv library and the result has been compared with the general image processing algorithms and also with the built-in multithreading approach. PPcM generate a separate thread for processing expensive computational algorithm to make the main thread liberated from I/O operations. To procure correct and accurate result, these three algorithms are applied into four advanced features of modern transportation system separately. In every phenomenon, we execute the algorithms for a particular number of frames to make it assured that the performances are measured under the same scenario.
A. Software System
For implementing the smart features, three algorithms have been executed independently under the similar condition and the result of elapsed time and fps in each case have been measured.
1) Traffic Sign Detection and Recognition:
Most of the autonomous vehicle can make decision according to the traffic sign by processing the image front of the camera of it such as whether to turn left or take a "U" turn or to stop the car. By taking this characteristic under consideration, automatic traffic sign detection and recognition have put into action using three different algorithms and the time complexity and FPS have evaluated. Accustomed Image Processing Algorithms have been used in execution of this feature as well as all the characteristics of smart car. This well-known algorithm has a major problem with its FPS processing rate and time complexity. As reading and decoding is done in the same thread, so the main processor get blocked at the time of decoding until it returns to its calling function. The pseudo code is shown above which is screening three nested loops which is causing the time complexity to be 0(n^3).
b) Built-in Multithreading Formula: After importing the necessary packages from imutils, need to create an instance of that dedicated thread to poll the next frame from that separate thread. Need to start the FPS counter which will allow us to approximate the number of frames that the main pipeline can process in a single second. In this case, three nested loops are needed to process in the main processor with all necessary image processing algorithms for detecting and recognizing traffic sign. As a result the time complexity became 0(n^3). Fig. 3 , it can be seen that, at the time of implementing PPcM, need to import that modified thread in which all the algorithms of detecting and recognizing traffic sign have been written. For that reason, PPcM is doing both its reading and decoding part in distinct thread and the main processor is independent from doing expensive I/O operations. In this situation, two consecutive inner loops are there and one outer loop so the time complexity became 0(2n^2) which means it is reduced by "n".
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2)
Ensuring Owner's Security: Another developed feature is ensuring owner's security by recognizing his face and notifying the owner via text if there is any unknown face recognized who is trying to enter the car. The general image processing algorithm for face recognition and notifying owner has two nested loops-one for grabbing each frame and another for measuring its position with width and height to draw rectangle and comparing with the database. The time complexity is 0(n^2) if we apply general image processing algorithm to generate this feature. At the time of applying the built-in multithreading method, though FPS rate have increased but time complexity is same as before 0(n^2), as only reading frame is done separately but recognizing face and comparing with database is still done in the main thread. Time complexity became 0(n) which means it reduced by "n" when we have implemented this feature with PPcM. In this case, recognizing the face and comparing it with database is done by parallel processing in the dedicated thread which is independent from main thread. In each situation, sending SMS is done in main thread.
3)
Obstacle Detection: A very common feature of autonomous transportation system is detecting obstacles and making decision accordingly. As this characteristic is a familiar one so we have just use car as obstacle and measured the distance from camera by image processing algorithm to see the result. In case of both general image processing algorithm and built-in multithreading algorithm, time complexity is 0(n^2) but if we implement the same feature with PPcM then time complexity become 0(n) as reorganization part is running separately.
4)
Traffic Light Detection: Detecting red green or yellow traffic light and formulate conclusion appropriately is another up-to-date feature of transportation system. This feature has also implemented in our system three times with three different algorithms. With both general detection algorithm and with build-in multithreading, the time complexity is 0(n^4), however with PPcM the time complexity reduced by "n". 1-5386-5163-6/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE B. Hardware System Applied domain of our system is kept straightforward as we only wanted to acquire and differentiate the error-free outcome from image processing algorithms. That's why we executed those in a prototype of an advanced transportation system. And finally, from the observation we have figured out that with the implementation of PPcM, the elapsed time is 7.44 sec and FPS 43.00 which is obviously much better and efficient compare to the other two. Therefore, our proposed procedure gives better result compare to the other two. We have used Raspberry Pi 3 and Raspberry Pi Camera module with OpenCV library and Python programming language for image processing from live video stream. L298N motor driver has been used to drive the motor connected with the wheel and used Buck Converter which will take 12V as input from LIPO Battery and give variable voltage as output.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
As we have already conversed that by using a distinct thread, which is separate from the main thread, to obtain recent frame from our camera sensors and decoding image processing algorithms, FPS processing rate can be increased noticeably and Time complexity of our pipeline can be decreased. This elevation is gained by diminishing I/O latency and assuring the main thread is never stopped up. Performance of all the implemented features have been recorded by taking screenshots of the terminals and those are mentioned below.
A. Traffic Sign Detection and Recognition:
Same feature has been implemented three times with three different algorithms. To ensure fair and error-free result, we have kept the frame numbers fixed which is 320 in every scenario. In the very first case which is without threading the elapsed time is 32.07 sec and number of reading frames are 10.01 per sec, whereas, in the second case which is with threading the elapsed time is 11.66 sec and FPS 27.45. Remarkably, the elapsed time decreased more than half and FPS increased more than double. The characteristic of securing the safety of the transport, all the three methods have been implemented in the system and this time the total frame number is 150 in each situation. As we can monitor from the terminal result that the elapsed time in without threading, with threading and PPcm is respectively 60.97 sec, 50.26 and 18.77 sec and corresponding FPS is 2.48, 2.98 and 7.99. Undoubtedly, the result is fairly better in PPcm considering the other two.
978-1-5386-5163-6/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE C. Obstacle Detection: In Fig. 7 , even in the feature of detecting and recognizing obstacle autonomously, the FPS processing rate and elapsed time are better in the case of using PPcM than both using general image processing algorithm and built-in multithreading approach. The elapsed time is half in muti-threading compare to traditional threading and again almost half in PPcM compare to built-in multi-threading approach. And FPS is also rising in each approach subsequently. 
D. Traffic Light Detection:
Same error-free outcome have been got in the situation of traffic light detection and recognition which implies that our approach PPcM gives more efficient solution in compare with the other two methods. For the total 320 frames in each scenario, elapsed time is 37.08 sec in traditional procedure, 24.20 sec in built-in multi-threaded procedure and 15.03 sec in PPcm which is less than half of traditional image processing approach. Additionally, the FPS processing rate is 8.66, 13.22 and 21.29 proportionately. Therefore, it's clearly visible in Fig. 8 that we are grabbing maximum number of frames per second by PPcm.
These solutions of all four advanced features have been plotted using python library and the percentage of decreasing time complexity and increasing FPS rate is shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 .
In Fig. 9 , bar chart has been plotted from the value we got into the terminal in each characteristic. If we calculate this values we can easily found that processing time have been decreased by 23.12%, 30.8%, 27% and 40.53% respectively when we are using PPcM.
The FPS rate has been plotted in Fig. 10 by same procedure and if we operate PPcM in our applied domain then we can get 429.57%, 322.18%, 368.18% and 245.84% increased FPS rate respectively in compare with the image processing algorithms. In our research we have shown that our procedure PPcM gives a better result on the basis of FPS and processing time than multithreading and obviously without threading. PPcM increases the number of FPS which fine tune and smoothen the steaming of the video and ensure low latency as there is no frame loss. As well as, it decreases the processing time which gives a faster result. As a result, it will be extremely advantageous not only for the video processing of transportation system, but also in lot of other means. Along with efficiency of time, space is another significant term to consider. When we consider the space of image processing, image compression is the most used and popular element to discuss. The aim of compression is to reduce the size of the image which will save the space [10] . Our future goal is to constitute our own compression algorithm which will work gracefully for most of the parameters and our entire algorithm will give a very efficient result on account of both time and space in image processing.
